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FLATBED CREEK WINTER
GEOLOGICAL TOUR

FLATBED CREEK WINTER GEOLOGICAL TOUR
Flatbed Creek offers interesting cross country skiing and snowshoeing
in both directions to a variety of geosites. Parking is available at the
bridge near the Lions’ campground, just below Tumbler Ridge off Hwy
29.
Travelling downstream (4.5 km return) leads below Tumbler Point to
the Murray River. Upstream leads through the Flatbed Canyon, past
Flatbed Falls (7 km return) to the Flatbed Pools (11 km return).
Alternatively, park one vehicle at the upper bridge over Flatbed Creek
and ski the 9.5 km “bridge-to-bridge” route, gently downhill all the way.
These routes are ski-set and may be skiable from December through
March. However, conditions vary and local advice should be sought
before venturing out. The routes may be dangerous after warm
weather, with the risk of going through the ice into deep pools. Always
stick to the established ski-set route made by the local skiers who
know the creek well. Snowshoers, please walk beside the ski tracks,
not on them. Parts of these routes have cell phone reception.
The routes are designed to be enjoyed without a GPS by matching the
photos for each stop with the scenery, but for those with a GPS unit, a
table of GPS coordinates for each stop can be found on page 17.
Downstream from the bridge: The trail follows the creek, passing
below the steep eroded slopes of Tumbler Point. The flat top of the
Point area reflects its history as a glaciolacustrine terrace – as the
glaciers retreated, Glacial Lake Peace was formed between western
and eastern ice sheets. The cliffs are made up of sand and silt that
was brought down by rivers from these glaciers and deposited in the
lake. These cliffs are unstable, and numerous landslides have
occurred. One is visible on the left side of the point, where an intact
block, complete with trees, has slumped.
Year after year, the same areas of creek do not freeze over, likely due
to springs that emerge close by. Once at the Murray River, depending
on conditions, it may be possible to ski upstream. Head left, beside
the shore (do not venture out onto the river) for a few hundred metres
before returning up an old channel of Flatbed Creek to connect with
the main route. The creek has created a delta at its mouth from
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sediments it has deposited. From time to time, floods shift the location
of the main channel.

Downstream Stop: Glaciolacustrine sands and silts near mouth
of Flatbed Creek
Upstream from the bridge: The route immediately passes into the
bottom section of the canyon, beneath Cretaceous sandstone and
mudstone layers topped by unconsolidated Pleistocene deposits.
The sedimentary rocks that will be seen on the trip have been studied
in detail by geologists, and are interpreted to have been deposited in a
flat coastal plain environment, with both marine and non-marine rocks.
The variety of rock types is a result of variations in sea level due to
mountain building processes to the west as the Rocky Mountains were
forming.
When the land was above sea level, non-marine
environments such as swamps and rivers were present, and this is
where dinosaurs lived. Rivers brought sand, silt, and mud to the
ocean. When sea levels were higher, marine environments such as
beaches, tidal flats and offshore deltas were present.
Stop 1: When you encounter the first two outcrops on the left, look for
the thickest layer of sandstone at the second outcrop (at the 60 m to
63 m mark in the stratigraphic section on page 10). Try to keep your
relationship to this sandstone marker bed in mind as you ski upstream
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– it will be encountered repeatedly, and forms the basis of the
stratigraphy lesson that this trip offers. In doing so, bear in mind
whether you are skiing up-section (crossing onto progressively higher
or younger rock layers) or down-section (crossing onto progressively
lower or older rock layers).

MARKER BED

Stop 1 – First occurrence of the sandstone marker bed
Flatbed Creek, in descending through this canyon, is passing along a
gentle anticline (a fold in the rock layers that is convex upwards). Such
an anticline provides a natural line of weakness for a creek to follow,
because as the rocks fold they crack, and the cracks spread apart,
making the rock easier to erode. The route of this trip up Flatbed
Creek crosses back and forth on first the southwest limb of the
anticline, then through the middle or “core” of it, and then crosses the
northeast limb.
Stop 2: The first corner is reached after 500 metres below impressive
cliffs on the left. In these cliffs, thicker beds of resistant sandstone
alternate with thinner layers, softer mudstone layers, and weakly
consolidated sediments known as palaeosols, which represent soil
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horizons. There is also a thin coal seam, the remains of the forests in
which the dinosaurs lived. The stratigraphic section exposed in the
canyon has four seams.
All of these rocks belong to the Kaskapau Formation and are
approximately 94 million years old, from the Upper Cretaceous Period
(Cenomanian stage). Dinosaur tracks and skeletal material are very
rare globally in rocks of this age, so the Tumbler Ridge dinosaur
discoveries are significant.
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Stop 2: Middle part of stratigraphic section (28 m to 65 m)
Stop 3: The second corner is reached after 1 km, where the creek
bends to the right at rock ledges known as the Mini Falls. Ascending
the Mini Falls on skis requires some care. At this point we are moving
up-section, on the southwest (right) limb of the anticline, as the Mini
Falls are formed by the same thick sandstone marker bed that was
seen initially. The predictive powers of stratigraphy were used to find a
dinosaur trackway and bone nearby, noting the relationship of the
dinosaur tracks at the Cabin Pool to this rock band upstream, and then
extrapolating this to the Mini Falls area.
At the next corner, the highest part of the stratigraphic section is seen,
with a prominent sandstone band near the top. Around the corner the
route crosses the sandstone marker bed again, then curves along the
bottom of the canyon for 700 metres, to a point where the cliffs yield to
level forest on the right. A rough side trip leads in here to a 750 m
circular route to Thomas`s Tarn, a hidden pond in an abandoned
channel of the creek. Thomas`s Tarn is spring-fed, and the ice is
unpredictably thin in places, so when crossing it stick close to the
shore where the water below is not deep.
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Stop 3: Mini Falls

Corner above Mini Falls where the highest part of the section is
exposed (90 m to 113 m)
Stop 4: On the left there is a high exposure of the stratigraphic
interval from 28 m to 65 m that has a small coal seam near creek
level. The seam is 25 cm thick and has yellowish iron sulphate
precipitate on its surface.
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Stop 4: Coal Seam
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Take care when approaching the coal seam, as snow sloughs down
the face during warm weather or after a heavy snowfall.
Stop 5: On the right, look for an outcrop with unusual trough shaped
formations. These are features known as gutter casts, which were cut
in the muddy sea-bed by storm waves and subsequently were filled
with sand which slowly lithified (turned into hard rock) and became
resistant to weathering.

Stop 5 – Gutter casts

Gutter casts
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Gentle NE dip

Stop 5: Core of the anticline

Stop 6: Next the route reaches the Seeps. Groundwater flowing
through the rock layers freezes when it comes out on the surface,
forming beautiful ice formations. This is the lowest point reached in
the stratigraphic section. From here on we travel up-section once
more.
Stop 7: Flatbed Falls is reached at km 3.5. It too is formed by the thick
sandstone marker bed, which is hard and resistant to erosion. To get
above the falls it is usually necessary to remove skis and walk up
through the forest on the left.
Just upstream of the falls, note an iron rich spring that enters from the
left, a result of acidic water from a beaver dammed pond which
dissolves iron and passes through gravels to exit at the bank of the
creek. When the water reaches the surface, the iron precipitates as
iron oxides.
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Stop 6: The Seeps
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Stop 7: Flatbed Falls
Stop 8: At km 4.5 Cabin Pool is reached. This site displays a bedding
surface with dozens of dinosaur tracks and is a popular hiking
destination in summer when the tracks are visible. Above this area,
where the creek curves around to the right, attractive snow and ice
formations sometimes form in the bluffs on the left, where slumping
due to perennial springs occurs annually.

Stop 8: Cabin Pool
Stop 9: Just around the corner is the Overhanging Rock Pool
(displayed on the cover photo), another popular summer destination.
In winter the route leads beneath this impressive feature, formed yet
again by the sandstone marker bed. This is a good example of a
coarsening upward sequence, with finer grained siltstones and fine
sandstones deposited in deeper water passing upward into the
prominent ledge of the marker bed, which is interpreted to have been
deposited in a beach environment. Cross bedding can be seen in the
sandstone, which is formed by sand grains being deposited on the lee
side of migrating underwater dunes.
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Stop 9: Overhanging Rock Pool, looking downstream

Cross bedding in sandstone below marker bed
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Stop 10: For the next few hundred metres, dipping rock strata can be
seen on the right, after which the route straightens out. Then the Top
Pool is reached, formed by an outcrop of the sandstone marker bed.
This forms a suitable turnaround point, 5.5 km from the starting point.

Stop 10: Top Pool, looking downstream

Bridge-to-bridge trip: This option offers a one-way slightly downhill
9.5 km trip. After 900 metres there is a difficult section where care is
needed due to open water or thin ice above a deep pool. This is
formed by groundwater springs that discharge into the creek. It is
usually best to stick close to the right hand bank. The tall bluffs on the
right further downstream at Stop 11 are formed by Pleistocene age
glacial deposits known as till, which is an unsorted mixture of
boulders, gravel, sand, and clay that was deposited by glaciers. These
deposits lie on top of marine mudstones and siltstones. These
organic-rich marine rocks are of interest because they were deposited
after a major global sea-level rise that drowned the shallow-water
deltaic sediments seen in the rest of the Flatbed canyon.
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After 4 km downstream, the route reaches the Top Pool. From here
on, there is often a better trail to follow made by those skiing up from
the bottom bridge.

Stop 11: Till overlying marine mudstones
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Groundwater traveling along bedding planes creates
picturesque ice curtains at the Seeps
WAYPOINT COORDINATES
WAYPOINT
EASTING
DOWNSTREAM STOP
625307
STOP 1
626627
STOP 2
626701
STOP 3
626995
STOP 4
627457
COAL SEAM
627599
STOP 5
627726
STOP 6
628037
STOP 7
628716
STOP 8
629250
STOP 9
629193
STOP 10
629279
STOP 11
630656
WGS84, UTM ZONE 10
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NORTHING
6109998
6109996
6110068
6109831
6109433
6109434
6109309
6109215
6108972
6108332
6108198
6108066
6107888

Approaching Stop 2, heading downstream
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